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Introduction

Woocommerce Rental & Bookings
RnB - WooCommerce Rental & Booking is a user friendly woocommerce booking plugin built
as a woocommerce extension. This powerful woocommerce plugin allows you to sell your
time or date based bookings. It creates a new product type to your WooCommerce site.
Perfect for those wanting to offer rental, booking, or real state agencies or services.
If you need any help contact thorough our support forum.
BUY NOW/LIVE DEMO

Warning:
If you are a new user of our plugin please follow this documentation.
If you are already an existing user of our plugin, please read the below carefully
before updating and using this version of our plugin
New inventory management system has been added from this version onwards
Hourly booking with hourly calendar blocking has been added from this version
Data structure has been changed.
If you already have an order from 10th of this month to 12th of this month, it will
not block the calendar once you update the plugin. New orders will block the
calendar.
If you want to use the latest version of our plugin, then you will need to create the
inventory with pricing and features attributes, pick up location etc. after updating
the plugin.
If you do not wish to update and want to use our legacy version then please follow the
below documentation.
https://legacy.gitbook.com/book/redq/woocommerce-rental-and-booking/details
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Plugin Installation

Plugin installation
After download the full package from CodeCanyon, you will have
bookings.zip

woocommerce rental and

file inside your main package. You can install it from WordPress back-end or

manually.
install from WordPress back-end:
1. Go to wordpress Dashboard-&gt;plugins-&gt;add new.
2. From here click upload plugins button, then you will find the plugin upload window.

3. Upload woocommerce rental and bookings.zip then click install now button.
4. After successfully install the plugin then active it.
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Plugins Features

Inventory Management
Pricing Configuration
1. General Pricing
2. Daily Pricing
3. Monthly Pricing (seasonal pricing)
4. Days Range Pricing
5. Hourly Pricing

Payable Resources: Adding unlimited payable resources (One time or Per day) basis.
Payable Person: Adding unlimited payable person (One time or Per day) basis.
Car Availability: Day basis car availability/unavailability configuration,+
Date Blocking: Admin can choose if he want to block the booking date or dates or not,
Pickup Location Added: You can add unlimited pickup locations.
Return Location Added: You can add unlimited return locations.
Choose Date Format:
1. European Date Format (d/m/y)
2. North American Date format (m/d/y)
3. others countries date format (y/d/m)
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Plugin Feature Explanation

Proudct Create
To create a product first go to Dashboard->Product->add new . Then from
data

drop-down select

rental product

product

as product.

However it is recommended that you create the inventory of the product first and then you
attach the inventory with the product.
For example you have a "BMW car". So we suggest that you create the inventory of this
product first(inventory creation is explained later) and then attach the inventory with the
product while creating the product.
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Inventory Management

Inventory Management
Inventory is the most wanted feature and available now from v2.0.0 . Now if you have 5
same products, you don't need to create 5 individual products for them. You just need to
create 1 product from inventory tab you need to configure these 5 same items.
Now every payable or non-payable attributes such as
locations

,

resources

,

person

,

security deposite

,

pickup location

attributes

,

,

drop-off

features

are controlled with

this inventory tab.
You must need to create inventory first and then attach the inventory with the product.
First you need to create your
locations

,

resources

,

person

pickup location

,

,

drop-off

security deposite

,

attributes

,

features

. and then attach

these with the inventory.
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Inventory Management

Then you need to set the pricing of the inventory and the quantity of the inventory.
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Inventory Management
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Price Calculation

Price Calculation
Our plugins support Six types of pricing plan.
1. General pricing plan.
2. Daily pricing plan.
3. Monthly pricing plan.
4. Days ranges pricing plan.
5. Hourly Pricing Plan.
6. Flat Hour Pricing Plan.

The pricing can be set from the inventory and you can also add the quantity of the inventory.
General Pricing Plan :
When you set general pricing plan for a single product this price will be applied for each
days during your booking.

Daily Pricing Plan :
Daily pricing plan allow you to set different price for each days of a week. When you book
this product the price will be calculated during depending on the days price.
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Price Calculation

Monthly Pricing Plan :
Monthly pricing plan allow you to set different price for each month of a Year. When you
book this product the price will be calculated during depending on the monthly price.
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Price Calculation

Day-Ranges Pricing Plan
This plugins also allow you to set unlimited day ranges pricing plan like the following images.

Hourly Pricing Plan :
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Price Calculation

Our plugins support hourly pricing system if you want to book less than 1 day. However for
that from the backend of the WooCommerce settings you need to unselect single day
booking (if that is already selected).

Now our hourly pricing has two types : 1) General Hourly Pricing and, 2) Hourly Range
Pricing.
1) General Hourly Pricing
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Price Calculation

2) Hourly Range Pricing

Flat Hour Pricing Plan :
This is the newest pricing plan of our rental plugin. It will work as flat hour rate.
1) Working with General Hourly Pricing

2) Working with Hourly Range Pricing
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Price Calculation
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Price Discount

Price discount
RnB also provides price discount feature depending on booking days. Admin can set
unlimited booking day-ranges price discount from product back-end. You can set your
discount type as

Fixed price

or

Percentage

basis.
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Availability

Availability
Now product availability is totally controlled by inventory items.
Suppose you have a product named "polo shirt" which you want to rent out. You have 6 of
these with 2 small, 2 medium and 2 large shirts available. So you need to create 3
inventories and you can give them the name "small", "medium" and "large" or any other of
your liking. While you create the inventories you add the categories, resources, pick up
location, drop off location etc. as per your requirement and publish the inventories. So now
you will have inventories like below

Now you need to attach the inventory with the "polo shirt"

This will now mean that you have 6 polo shirts of 3 different sizes and a user can book .
Then availability is controlled with these child posts of the inventory items.
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Availability
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Resource

Resources (payable)
Resource

is taxonomy of

Inventory

>Resources. You can add unlimited

post type. You can find this here Dashboard->Inventorypayable resources

from here. You can set it either per-

day or one-time basis. If you set per-day basis then it will allow you to set hourly price for
this resource. If you book less than 1 day then the hourly resource cost will be applied.
Check this screen-shot to get more idea about per-day resources cost. It also has drag-anddrop sorting facilities.
You can set

payable resources

like the following screen-shot.
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Deposite

Security Deposite
Deposit is taxonomy of Inventory post type. You can find this here Dashboard->Inventory>Deposit. You can add unlimited payable security deposit from here. You can set it either
per-day or one-time basis. If you set per-day basis then it will allow you to set hourly price for
this resource. If you book less than 1 day then the hourly resource cost will be applied. You
can also set deposit as clickable or not-clickable. If you set deposit as clickable then the
customers can check or unchecked during booking. If you set deposit as not-clickable then
the customers don't find option to unchecked it, it must be included during booking. Check
these screen-shots to get more idea about per-day and one-time deposit cost. It also has
drag-and-drop sorting facilities.
You can add security deposits like the following screen-shot.
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Person

Person(both payable and non-payable)
Persons is taxonomy of inventory post type. You can find this here Dashboard->Inventory>Persons.You can add unlimited
day

or

one-time

basis. If you set

payable person
per-day

from here. You can set it either

per-

basis then it will allow you to set hourly price for

this person. If you book less than 1 day then the hourly person cost will be applied. Check
this screen-shot to get more idea about

per-day

person cost and

one-time

person cost. It

also has drag-and-drop sorting facilities.
You can add both payable or non-payable person from here.
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Locations

Locations (both pickup and drop-off)
Pickup Location and Drop-off location are taxonomies of inventory post type. You can find
this here Dashboard->Inventory->Pickup Location and Dashboard->Inventory->Dropoff
Location. You can add unlimited pickup and drop-off locations from here. You can also add
pickup cost and drop-off cost also.
FYI : The name input field value will show in drop-down in product single page and
description text-area field value will show in cart, checkout , order and email page.
Pickup locations :

Drop-off locations :
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Locations

FYI :
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Attributes and Features

Attributes and Features (non-payable)
Attributes and Features both are taxonomies. You find these taxonomies from
>Inventory->Attributes

You can add

and

Dashboard->Inventory->Features

unlimited product attributes

Dashboard-

link.

from this general tab like the following screen-

shots.It has drag-and-drop facilities to sort the attributes.

You also can add

unlimited product features

from here.

Product attributes and features will be showed in tab in single product page.
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Attributes and Features
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Product settings

Product settings (Global)
Global setting will be applied for all products if you set them once. It has less priority than
local settings to show them in front-end.
>Woocommerce->Settings->RnB Settings Tab

You find the global settings from Dashabord-

.

Product settings (Local)
You'll find these setting from Display setting tab of product back-end.

You'll find these setting from Labels setting tab of product back-end.
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Product settings

You'll find these setting from Conditions settings tab of product back-end.
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Product settings

Date Format Settings: This plugin allow you to choose there different date-format.
1. m/d/Y
2. d/m/Y
3. Y/m/d
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Product settings

Time Format: You can set your time format to either 24 hours or 12 hours. however by
default the time format will be 24 hours.
Maximum time late: You can set max hour late during return time from here. If anyone
cross this limit of time then another day will be count as his reservation days and price will
be calculate depending on this.
Pay Extra Hours: This option gives you the option of charging your customers for the extra
hours that they book rather than the full day. For example you have a daily price of $10 and
general price of $2. If you set this option to yes then if a customer rents a product for 25
hours then he will be charged $12 i.e. daily price of $10 for 24 hours and then $2 for the
extra hours. However for this you have to keep single day booking option unchecked.
Single Day booking: This option allows you to charge your clients for a single day price
even if they book for less than 24 hours.
Maximum Booking Days: You can set booking maximum days from here.
Minimum Booking Days: You can set booking minimum days from here.
Initially Block days: This option of our plugin allows you to block dates of the calendar. If
you set the value 2 then suppose toady is 24/4/2025 and user will see 24/4/2025 and
25/4/2025 unavailable to book.
Pre Booking block Days: If you set for example this option to 1 then one extra day before
the rental period will be blocked. For example with pre booking block day is given as 1 a
customer books the product from say 24/4/2025 to 26/4/2025. Then on the front end
calendar the product will be blocked from 23/4/2025 to 26/4/2025
Post Booking Block Days: If you set for example this option to 1 then one extra day after
the rental period will be blocked. For example with post booking block day is given as 1 a
customer books the product from say 24/4/2025 to 26/4/2025. Then on the front end
calendar the product will be blocked from 24/4/2025 to 27/4/2025
Time Interval: You can set your time interval for you calendar. However this will not work if
allowed time is given.
Show Product Pricing: You can select if you want to show the daily pricing of the product
or the hourly pricing of the product via this feature.
Allowed times: You can set the allowed times which will show in the front end of the
calendar.
Choose Booking Layout: This allows you to choose the layout of the product. we have
normal layout or for uber like layout you can choose modal layout.
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Product settings

Select Weekend: If you select weekend from here these day will be unavailable for booking
in front-end.
You'll find these setting from Validations settings tab of product back-end.
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How does inventory and availability of a product work ?

How does inventory and availability of a
product work ?
Suppose you've 3 inventories of a product. Now if anyone book this product from
a

02/07/2016 to 04/07/2016

, then this product also be available for the next customers in

that dates. Because there are still 2 more inventories available in that particular dates. If the
next two customers book this product in same dates, then for the fourth customers that
dates will be unavailable.
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Request for a Quote

Request for a Quote
Watch Video Tutorialsfor how does our request for a quote functionality actually work.
Setting up the request for a quote is really easy. There are two settings available and those
are global settings and local settings.

See the above screenshot. This will enable a menu in the customer's front-end 'my account
panel'.
You can set global settings for showing all bookable products as a request for a quote
option. You can find the global settings onWooCommerce>RnB Settings>Display

You can set this option for an individual product too. For this function, there is a setting to
show up the request for a quote button.
In the product settings tab down below there is a checkboxShow Quote Request,check this
box and it will show the button in the front-end.
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Request for a Quote
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Complete Product Creation

Complete Product Creation
Now resources, persons, security deposit, locations, attributes, quantity, pricing and features
are controlled by

Inventory tab

of product page.

Suppose you've 3 same cars of Audi. Now you don't need to create 3 individual product for
these three cars. You just need to create one product, then from inventory tab attach the
relevant inventory.
To successfully create a product you have to follow these two stages.

First Stage :
First create an inventory with the resources, persons, security deposit, locations, attributes,
quantity, pricing and features

Second Stage :
Once you create the inventory with all the pricing, quantity , resource attributes etc. you will
need to create a product and attach the inventory with the product.
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Complete Product Creation
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Google Calendar Integration

Google Calendar Integration on RnB
Plugin
Step 1: Go To Google Developers Console
To use this integration, go to the Google Developers Console.

Step 2: Create Project On Google Calendar
Go to: Projects > Create Project button. A popup should appear and ask for Project Name
and Project ID. Enter your preferences.
For example

Step 3: Enable the Calendar API
Once the project has been created, you are in the project folder. Go to the Library link on
the left-hand menu. Choose the Calendar API.
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Google Calendar Integration

Then click onEnable

Step 4: Create Calendar Credentials
This will prompt you to first create credentials. Select Go to Credentials.

Choose
Web Browser (JavaScript) as the source
Select User data as the data type

Alternatively, go directly to the API Manager > Project > Credentials page. There, select
Create credentials.
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Google Calendar Integration

Step 5: Insert new Credentials
Give your Credentials a Name
Leave the Authorized JavaScript origins blank
Enter

http://example.com/wc-api/red_rental_google_calendar/

as the Authorized

Redirect URI with example.com being the URL of your web store
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Google Calendar Integration

Step 6: Set up your Consent screen
Your email address is already selected
Enter a Product name shown to users
You can also enter extra customization options

Step 7: Download Credentials
Once this is done, download the credentials. Open the

.json

file to access them. In the file,

you’ll find several things, but these two are needed for the Bookings integration:
client_id
client_secret

You can also access these by going to the API > Credentials page after having created
them. There click on the name of the credentials. You can copy the client ID and secret
there.
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Google Calendar Integration

Enter these two in your store under WooCommerce > Settings > Integration.

Step 8: Get Calendar ID
Create the calendar you will use in Google Calendar, if you haven’t already. Then navigate
to My Calendars on the left, and select Calendar Settings.

On this screen, there is a section called Calendar Address. Copy the Calendar ID.
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Google Calendar Integration

Step 9: Integrate These Credentials into
WooCommerce Settings Panel In Your Site
Go to: WooCommerce > Settings > Integrations, and enter the Calendar ID.
Finally, select Save changes.

Once you’ve entered your credentials and saved your settings, you will be provided with the
option to authorize your account and calendar with Google.
Now check your wooCommerce order into your google calendar.
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Settings Panel

Local Settings and global settings
Our plugin provides the options to change every text and placeholder from it's settings
panel. It has two setting panel one is local settings which works individually for each product
and another is global settings which works for all product once you set the global options for
a product. You can check our screenshot regarding this.
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Uber Like Layout

Uber Like Layout
You can have your product layout same as the Uber layout by this Booking Plugin RnB.
Step By Step procedures:
Enable Google Map - You have to enable Google Map in order to use this Uber Like
Layout Feature. To do this you have to go the Admin Dashboard and click on Google
Map.
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Uber Like Layout

Now you have to enable Google Map, then you have to put a Google Map Api key on
Google Map Api key field, lastly you have to click on Save Changes. There are other
three fields - RichMarker Enable, Info Bubble Enable, Marker Cluster Enable. You can
also utilize them according to your requirements.
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Uber Like Layout

Now go the Products from Admin Dashboard.
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Uber Like Layout

We assume that you have some rental products and choose one product among them.
In to that chosen product's Edit Product page go to Product Data section, then click on
Settings and from Settings click on Conditions Tab.
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Uber Like Layout

From Conditions Tab select Modal Layout as Booking Layout.
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Uber Like Layout

Now Click on Update then click on Preview Changes.

Now click on Set Location & Book.

Now Give Pick Up & Drop Off location and Click on Next.
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Uber Like Layout

Now select Pickup Date&Time, Return Date&Time and finally click on Next.

Now Click on Finish Process.
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Uber Like Layout

Now click On Book Now.

Now click on View Cart as your product has been added to the cart.
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Uber Like Layout

Now you can Proceed to checkout.

After filling up Billing details and selecting a payment method you can proceed to Place
Order.
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Uber Like Layout

Finally you can see your Order Has been Received.
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Uber Like Layout
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Translation
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Translation Using .pot file

Translation using .pot file
Suppose we want to translate in Dutch language.

Steps :
1. Download poedit software from http://poedit.net/
2. Make your wordpress installation with Dutch language.
3. Add language code in wp-config.php file . For Dutch it is defined as ('WPLANG','nl_
NL');
4. Create a .po file for Dutch language from redq-rental.pot(plugins->woocommerce-rent
al-and-bookings->languages) file with poedit software.
5. Save the .po file with Dutch language code. So the file name will be redq-rental-nl
_NL.po and put this file in plugins->woocommerce-rental-and-bookings->languages direct
ory. You will find your language code here http://wpcentral.io/internationalization/
6. Now your Translation complete.
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How to update existing .po file from .pot file

1.

Open poedit software

2.

Click Edit a translation link

3.

Then open your .po file from the window

4.

Then from select menu -> catalog -> update from pot file

5.

Select the .pot file.Your .po file will be updated
automatically according to your new .pot file.

6.

Thank you for your patience :-)
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Check Video for translation

https://youtu.be/Jz8MY_K1P38
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FAQ

FAQ
How Does General Pricing Work ?
Admin can set general price from the back-end. It’s just like default pricing type of woocommerce. During booking, the price calculates depending on that price.
For example, suppose you set General price as 10$ .
Now from front-end if anyone book three days the price calculate as ( 10$ + 10$ + 10$ ) =
30$

How Does Daily Pricing Work ?
Admin can set daily price from the back-end. During booking, the price calculates depending
on the respective day’s price.
For example, suppose you set Saturday price as 10$ , Sunday price as 15$ , Monday price
as 15$ from the back-end.
Now from front-end if anyone book three days as Saturday , Sunday and monday the price
calculate as ( 10$ + 15$ + 15$ ) = 40$

Does this plugin support Inventory ?
Yes, inventory management feature is available now from v2.0. To get more information
about it , you can check our online documentation from our item details page. or simply
follow the link: Inventory Management

How Does Monthly Pricing Work ?
Admin can set monthly basis price from the back-end. During booking, the price calculates
depending on the respective month’s price.
For example, suppose you set January month price as 10$ , February price as 15$ , March
price as 15$ from the back-end.
Now from front-end if anyone book three days in January , three days in February then the
total price calculated as ( 310$ + 315$ ) = 75$

How Does Day Ranges Pricing Work ?
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Admin can set unlimited day ranges pricing from the back-end. During booking, the price
calculates depending on the respective day range's price.
Suppose you set min day 1 and max days 5 and it’s cost as 60$, another day ranges pricing
is min days 6 and max days 10 and it’s cost 50$.
You can set price as

per-day

If you set price applicable as

or

fixed

per day

basis.
then the calculation will be like this: Now if any one

book 3 days from front-end then the total price will be = 60 * 3 $ = 180$.
Now if any one book 8 days from front-end then the total price will be = 50 * 8 $ = 400$
If you set price applicable as

fixed

then the calculation will be like this:

Now if any one book 3 days from front-end then the total price will be = 60$ = 60$.
Now if any one book 8 days from front-end then the total price will be = 50$ = 50$

How Can I Set Redirect to Cart Page After Clicking Book
Now Button ?
There is an option in WooCommerce setting to redirect to cart page after booking. please
enable this option then when you click book now button it will redirect you to cart page. You
will find this option from here
Dashboard->WooCommerce->settings

How do i disable/enable pickup date and time ?
You find this option in the settings tab of product backend.

How do i disable/enable drop-off date and time ?
You find this option in the settings tab of product backend. You also find the global setting for
this options from
Dashboard->woo-commerce->settings->rnb settings tab.

How do i change pickup or drop-off date title ?
You find this option in the settings tab of product backend. You also find the global setting for
this options from

Dashboard->WooCommerce->settings->rnb settings tab.

How do i change pickup or drop-off location title ?
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You find this option in the settings tab of product backend. You also find the global setting for
this options from
Dashboard->WooCommerce->settings->rnb settings tab.

How do i change resource or security deposit or additional
person title
You find this option in the settings tab of product backend. You also find the global setting for
this options from
Dashboard->woo-commerce->settings->rnb settings tab.

Is your plugin work smoothly with others WooCommerce
default product types ?
Yes . it is fully compatible with WooCommerce default product types .

How can i check admin functionality of this plugin ?
URL
username : demo
password : demo
For this , you have to login with the above credentials . Then you have to go Dashboard>products->add new , then from product type drop-down select the rental product. Then you
can see all admin functionality of this plugin.

How to make product single page like our demo ?
We used a customized theme named Easy Commerce RNB to represent our demo and we
customize their product single page to implement our own design concept. It’s is not any
related part of our plugin. This design will not match with Easy Commerce RNB's product
single page. We customize code with premium support. If you want this design you can take
our premium support and please contact through our support system

How Does Hourly Pricing work ?
If you total rental or booking day less than 1 day then the booking cost will be calculated as
hourly price rate. You can set hourly price from product backend. It works as following.
Suppose you set per hour price as 10$ from product backend . Now if your total rental day
becomes less than 1 day like 2 hours then the booking cost will be 10*2 = 20 $.
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If your total booking or rental days becomes more than 1 day then the hourly price will not
work.

Back-end RnB Calendar is broken.
It is a problem with the database and the orders that caused the calendar not showing,
Please emptied the orders database, then it will be solved

Book now button text don’t show in front-end ?
For book now text issue, We’ve provided an option in the setting tab of product backend to
set this text . Please check this and set the text. Hope you’re problem will be solved.

Add to cart button text is not showing ! How to solve it ?
Go to product back-end . From “setting tab” select “physical appearance tab”. From here you
can set the button text.

Location data not showing in cart, checkout and email ?
How to fix it ?
Please check our online docs Location Hope it will help you.

Where I'll find or download the latest version of plugin ?
You can download it from your download tab. or you can see the download link like this
http://prntscr.com/d7ucltin plugin page https://codecanyon.net/item/rnb-woocommercerental-booking-system/14835145. For here you can download the latest version.

Does it support same product multiple item booking at a
same time?
Sorry, this feature isn't currently available. But it will coming very soon.

Does it support WooCommerce Variable-Product variations
added inside the Rental-Product?
Sorry, this procedure isn't possible.
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How can i make an option non-clickable that mean this
option is required?
For this you have to create a term from Dashboard->Inventory->Deposit taxonomy. So go to
this taxonomy and set

Security Deposite Clickable

value as no.

Which payment gateways are supported by this plugin?
For payment gateway : our plugins is standard wooCommerce extension. It supports all
payment gateways which are supported by wooCommerce. You can check all supported
payment gateway from here https://woocommerce.com/product-category/woocommerceextensions/payment-gateways/.
By default , it provides PayPal, Direct bank transfer and Cash on Delivery payment method.

Does this plugin work on multisite ?
Yes, Our plugin works fine on multisite. For here you can read one of our customer review
regarding this
It took some time to find out but now I can confirm that this plugin works on multisite.
The trick is that you can’t activate WooCommerce or this plugin on network level but you
must do it on sub-site level …

How to delete date from admin panel?
Every product create child products depending on it inventory item. You will find these child
post in Dashboard->Inventory directory. You can delete the date from the child product of
main product.

How to translate Admin text?
WPML allows you to translate contents of the Customizer or different theme options as like
sliders, footer, and widgets.
Finding the theme options and making them translatable
To make the theme options translatable go to the WPML ->String Translation page and
click the Translate texts in admin screens option.
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On this page, you have to find the right option. Usually, theme options are listed somewhere
below theme_mods_{themename}.
The following image shows an example, where we looked for the WP Real Estate Pro
theme’s options and found them under WP Pro Real Estate 6_options.

Theme options are presented in a tree view and inside, we found the sliders stored under
the name ct_flex_slider. We checked all slide titles to make them translatable.
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Translating the theme options
Now that the theme options are marked as translatable, they appear on the WPML->String
Translation page. You translate them just like any other strings.

The following image shows our slides on the front-end after we translated all the slide title
strings.
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Other types of theme options
Besides slides, you can use this approach for translating any other theme options.
For example, custom Widgets are usually found under options named similar to
widget_{widget_name}.
Translating your theme options directly on the theme options panel
You may face situations where you need to assign a different value for your theme options
directly from the options panel. This is possible with WPML API since 3.9.3 version,
however, it requires adding some code and using the wpml_multilingual_options function.
Translating your Favicon
Since WordPress 4.3, WordPress implemented a Site Icon feature that enables favicon in
your web site. You only need to specify a square image that is at least 512 pixels in width
and height, from the Appearance->Customize screen.
1. Click the “Site Identity” in the Customizer menu.
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2. Add or change a “Site Icon”.
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As you can see, Site Icon is a Customizer option, so its translation is not different than for
any other option. Basically, it takes the ID of the image you select to be your Site Icon and
uses it for displaying on the front-end.
To use different images as Site Icons in other languages, you need to “translate” this ID by
specifying the appropriate image IDs for this option in other languages.
Let’s do this step by step!
Go to the WPML->String Translation page and click the Translate texts in admin screens
link at the bottom of the page. On the next page, scroll down until you find the site_icon
option. Select it and click on the Apply button to save your options.
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Now, this option is available on the String Translation panel and you need to translate it. In
order to do this, you need to add the ID of your image that will correspond to the favicon
translation.
The next step is to obtain the ID of that image. For this, you need to upload a new favicon
image on the Dashboard–>Media Library page. When you hover your new image, you can
see its ID on the URL as displayed in the image below.
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Alternatively, you can select it and take note of the URL ID. Both are perfectly fine and point
to the same ID. In our example it is 2217.
Finally, go to the WPML–>String Translation page and select the admin_texts_site_icon
domain using the top search. Under this domain, you will find your site_icon. Translate it by
adding the ID or your new favicon.

Resolving issues with MaxInputVars value
If you encounter a problem during saving this could be due to a to low value of
MaxInputVars. To check the minimum MaxInputVars value required to save the page do the
following:
1. Go to WPML -> String translation and open a Translate texts in admin screens link.
2. Open your browser’s console and go to Console tab. Each browser has a different way
for invoking a console. In Google Chrome you need to press F12 on your keyboard and
in Mozilla Firefox shortcut is Shift+Control+K.
3. Enter command

jQuery('input').length

into Console tab and press Enter.

The value that is returned is the minimal MaxInputVars value required to save the page.
To increase PHP limit for

max_input_vars

Let us say that you want to increase

you need to edit either

max_input_vars

php.ini

or

.htaccess

file.

value to 10000. You could one of the

following:
add line

max_input_vars = 10000

to

add line

php_value max_input_vars 10000

php.ini

to

.htaccess

If you do not have permission to change your server settings you can ask your hosting
provider to increase the value of MaxInputVars.
If you can not increase the value of MaxInputVars you can add strings to translation with
wpml-config.xml file.
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Step by step discussion

Please follow the article https://redq.io/blog/woocommerce-booking-plugin/ for step by step
discussion of the settings of our plugin.
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Local and Global settings

In the RnB settings portion, WooCommerce Rental product has 4 options.
Display
Labels
Conditions
Validations
All the options have 2 different settings.
Local Settings
Global Settings
Local Settings
Local settings mean that the settings will work for that individual product or that specific
options only. To set up these settings, please go to settings->Any of the
tabs(Display/label/Condition) and select local settings from the drop-down.

As these settings is named as local settings, it will work for this product only.
Global Settings
Global settings mean that the settings will work globally or for each and product. To add
global settings, you need to follow two steps:
In the first step, please go to WooCommerce->settings->Go to RnB settings and then set
your desired settings by going those tabs
General
Display
Labels
Conditions
Validations
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In the second step,please go to settings->Any of the tabs(Display/label/Condition) and select
global settings from the drop-down.

N.B: If you need global settings for all products and local settings for two or three products,
Then set the Global settings for all of the products and then go to that two or three product
and set the settings to local settings.
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Configure RNB for WPML
Before checking these step please make sure you make product and inventory post type
translatable from WPML multilingual content setup window.
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To translate an existing product do the following steps
Open the product and duplicate it for all languages.

Go to duplicate product first and them make it independent translation by clicking
independent translation button.
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From here configure your rental attributes such as price , dates, and others options.

Click update button twice to delete all previously created inventories and adjust with
new inventory child posts.
Done for this language.
If you have more than one language then repeat 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for all languages.
Now return to the original product and click update button
All Done
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